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Abstract

Accessibility, population change and scale dependency – Exploring geospatial patterns in Finland, 1880–2009

Keywords: Accessibility, population change, scale, geographical information system (GIS), geospatial, generalized additive models (GAM), Finland

The aim of this thesis is to study the effect of transport accessibility on population change in Finland and the matter of scale to this relationship. During the research period, 1880–2009, Finland has urbanized, changed from an agrarian to a post-industrial economy and the transport system has developed from being manually powered to one that is fully motorized. The theoretical framework of the study is founded on transport and economic geography and regional science. The analytical basis is in the geospatial analysis consisting of geographic information systems (GIS), which is applied to accessibility analyses and data management, and generalized additive models (GAM), multiple regression enabling non-linear relationships, used in exploring the statistical relationships. The study utilizes precise GIS data from transport networks and the population having both a high spatial accuracy. To achieve a long temporal reach in analysis, data for historical population and transport networks were digitized. The eight scales of the analysis begin from municipal and built-up area scales, continuing to grid cells at six resolutions, reaching the resolution of 2×2 km. Accessibility indicators applied in the study are based on fastest route calculations. In addition to the road-based potential accessibility, also rail and air transport accessibilities are considered as travel times to nearest facilities. In addition, analysing the effect of accessibilities on population change, also the effect of key socio-economic variables and population density are tested, to avoid omitted variable problems and enhance the performance of models.

The key finding of the thesis is that road network-based potential accessibility captured the attractiveness of cities and population concentrations well, in general, since the end of the 19th century. Particularly at accurate resolutions, the explanatory power of the models strongly relies on potential accessibility, which is computed with steep distance decay function. While accessibility has a concentrating effect on activities on a regional scale, it also has a decentralising effect within urban areas. After modelling the major population trend, concentration at centre-edge-periphery axis, the effect of other variables could be estimated. The accessibility of railways had a slight effect on population change between 1920–1980. Airport accessibility included in the analysis since 1990 and air transports seem to have an attracting effect on the population. By including key socio-economic variables into models, the explanatory and predictive performance of the models increased. The major trend prevailing in models explaining population change at different scales is that the explanatory power and predictive performance decreases with the scale that is becoming more accurate. Thus, it can be concluded that the correctness of the presumptions of scale are important in analysing the effects of accessibility. As population change could be modelled on a grid cell basis by using
accessibility and socio-economic variables, the model or its sub-components can be applied to make more spatially detailed estimations of population change. The models of the study show also that non-linear relations between accessibility and population change are very common.

The results of this thesis thus outline the status quo of Finnish population trends. Spatially and temporally consistent models show that over the last two decades, the population has concentrated towards easily accessible areas at a regional scale, but population pressure exists at urban margins at a local scale. Nothing indicates that the trend would not continue and the growth of the peripheries in general does not seem to be realistic in the future. As an analytical framework, the significance of this thesis lies less in defining direct causalities, rather exploring and revealing spatial trends and patterns that may be hidden to intuitive thinking and cartographical examination. The results of the study are country specific, but the study setting and the modelling procedure can be applied wherever enough accurate GIS data of transport infrastructure, population and also socio-economic conditions are available.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this thesis is to explore the effects of transport accessibility on population change at different scales in Finland between 1880−2009. The analytical framework of the study is founded on geographic information systems (GIS) as technology and also on the geographical information science (GIScience) behind it (Brown et al. 2004; Goodchild 2004). According to Longley et al. (2005: xi) the field of GIS is concerned with the description, explanation, and prediction of patterns and processes at geographical scales. The geospatial analytical ensemble of the study consists of accessibility analysis implemented on GIS (Miller and Shaw 2001), which were also applied to data management, and of non-linear multiple regression, generalized additive models. Theoretical interests rise from the interface, or nexuses, of transport and economic geography and regional science. Exploring the potential relationships between accessibility and population change at different scales is possible due to the availability of GIS data of Finnish transport networks and the population having high spatial accuracy and also a long historical reach.

This study adopts an empirical-statistical approach to modelling the investigated phenomena. As a distinction from analytical-theoretical and mechanistic-process models, this approach does not attempt to describe realistic causalities or inform about underlying functions and mechanisms; instead its objective is to explore and condense empirical facts (see Guisan and Zimmermann 2000). Indeed, the attitude towards studied phenomena and interpretation of the results in this thesis have associations with the thoughts of Fotheringham et al. (2000: 5):

“In (quantitative) human geography, where the subject matter is typically clouded by human idiosyncrasies, measurement problems and uncertainty, the search is not generally for hard evidence that global ‘laws’ of human behaviour exist. Rather, the emphasis of quantitative analysis in human geography is to accrue sufficient evidence which makes the adoption of a particular line of thought compelling.”

The scientific motivation towards this study originates in the empirical-analytical and theoretical gaps in the field of accessibility studies. The reasoning behind the relationship between accessibility and population concentration makes intuitive sense also in Finland. On the basis of an extensive and recent review of transport studies (see Spiekermann et al. 2011), there is an apparent lack of research combining the measured accessibility with population change using statistics, particularly in Finland. Also the effect of accessibility is usually addressed separately for different transport modes, instead of taking them into account simultaneously. The explorative perspective of the study is mainly basic
research, but the results also have applied characteristics. At the centre of the study are the development trajectories in the regional structure and the history of transport and population in Finland; exploring these with accurate and high-quality transport, population and socioeconomic datasets; and taking new, more accurate insights by nonlinear regression analysis, generalized additive models (GAMs).

In numerous studies, accessibility and population change have been analysed at various different spatial levels as separate phenomena or by examining their connection. However, there is still a lack of knowledge about the relationship between accessibility and population change and particularly about how it is scale dependent. Watson (1978) has observed that geographers tend to work at one analytical level, exclusively and implicitly, without considering other alternatives. Changes in scale change the importance and relevance of variables (Meentemeyer 1989: 165) and the choices over scale, extent, and resolution in the analysis may critically affect the type of patterns that will be observed (Gibson et al. 2000: 221). Also, problems related to ecological fallacy and spatial autocorrelation (see de Smith et al. 2007, 62–63, 95–99) may be encountered in relation to the scales of the studies. Verburg et al. (1999: 47) concludes well that coarse scales are usually useful in revealing general trends, but due to a high level of aggregation, these coarse scales can obscure the variability, and they are, thus, inaccurate for fine scale and local assessments. Population change is, indeed, an outcome of numerous individual location choices and the scale on which these choices may form a pattern in the context of transport accessibility is unclear. Hence, this thesis takes the claim of Marceau (1999) into consideration, one that it is necessary to identify scale thresholds to understand the interactions that are occurring within and between the levels of organisation. In addition to considering the effect of accessibility at different scales, also key socio-economic characteristics are included in the analysis.

The struggle to increase accessibility is continuous, while different actors (e.g. individuals, enterprises, regions or states) would like to improve their ability to transport or to be reached. Thus, political and policy relevance underpin the legitimacy of the theme considered herein. The importance of transport within the context of political agendas originates from the effect of a transport system on productivity, trade and location choices, contributing in turn to the varied growth of regions (Rietveld and Bruinsma 1998). Since the early days of Finnish transport politics, there have been highly differing aims and motivations for investing in transport systems and the regional and modal competition has indeed been hard (Seppinen 1992). Presently, for example, the Finnish government published the political aims of the national transportation policy (Kilpailukykyä ja hyvinvointia... 2012). The transport policy and the transport system are seen to be tightly connected to the other functions of society, including, in particular, the requirements of industry, the economy and employment, as well as regional development, since good accessibility is a key factor in the economic development and prosperity of regions. In contrast, improving the accessibility of remote rural areas will not be the
focus of the Finnish transport policy. The planning of the transport infrastructure has been deeply integrated into Finland’s planning system, ranging from the municipal and regional levels, to the scale of the state (MRA 1999; MRL 1999; Valtioneuvoston päätös... 2000; Tarkistetut valtakunnalliset... 2009). Also in the European Union, policies promoting transport accessibility have an essential role in developing regions (European Commission 2011).

Finland is an interesting case for research, considering population change in the context of transport accessibility, for at least five reasons. First, from a historical perspective, the Finnish population was almost evenly distributed before the inception of a large-scale transport infrastructure, and the remarkable urbanisation process that simultaneously began with motorisation (Alestalo 1983). The case of Finland is an opportunity for the understanding of urbanisation in sparsely populated and peripheral countries, which differs from the typical setting of urbanisation in Western Europe and America. Second, because of the remote northern location and the border with the Baltic Sea, Finland has had limited connections with other countries, in comparison with Europe (see Spiekermann, and Aalbu 2004). Therefore, in spite of the needs to concentrate activities in the southern regions, which have a better reach to foreign and domestic markets, the effect of international connections on the Finnish regional structure may be considered to be rather weak. Third, the regional and urban structures, characterized by sparse population, small cities and towns, and long distances, differs greatly from the rest of Europe (idem.). Fourth, the concentration trend within the scale economies is evident also in Finland (Lehtonen and Tykkyläinen 2012). Finally, a substantial benefit to the research is gained from availability of excellent quality population and transport network data enabling accurate scale and long-term analysis.

Even though significant efforts have been directed at accessibility research in general, the transport geographical and accessibility analytical research tradition in Finland is in its early stages. Only a few scientific studies have focused on accessibility in Finland. Vuoristo (1967) has assessed the Finnish road network connectivity with quantitative network analyses. Hakala (1973) has computed accessibility indices on the basis of cost distances to define service accessibility in the context of central-place theory. Tykkyläinen (1981) has analysed the structure of Finnish provinces by applying a set of accessibility indices. A deep historical perspective of the development of highway capital 1900–2009 is given by Uimonen (2010) with an accessibility analysis applying to municipalities as destinations and 10×10 km grid cells as origins. Helminen et al. (2012) have analysed urban-rural interaction using the accessibility approach, defining distance decay patterns in Euclidian space. Toivonen et al. (2010) have assessed multimodal accessibility at the grid cell level in the Helsinki region by including multimodal bus, train tram, metro and walking in calculations. Finland is included in the grid cell-based study of Schmitt et al. (2008), which analyses the Baltic Sea Region accessibility potentials and the accessibility of selected transport and education facilities. The accessibility of Finland as a Nordic
periphery is considered in the study of Spiekermann and Aalbu (2004), where road, air and rail accessibility is assessed at the municipal level. Further, Gløersen (2009: 46), assessed the travel-times to towns with more than 10 000 inhabitants in peripheral Finland, Sweden and Norway.

It is very common that the effects of other factors are ignored in studies considering the effects of accessibility, probably due to the limited availability of proper variables. Thus, an omitted-variable bias may occur widely. As geographic space is usually ignored in demographic research, there is a need to explicitly bring spatial processes into empirical demographic studies to correct any potential misspecifications (Voss 2007: 468, 471). Traditionally, population change is analysed with birth and death rates connected to net migration and possible correction factors. The research in this field has produced an ample set of highly sophisticated statistical models (see Alho and Spencer 2005; Booth 2006). In contrast, land-use dynamics, such as urban growth, are modelled by spatial variables, also including distance-based indicators (Andersson et al. 2006; Liu and Seto 2008; Pijakowski et al. 2002; Verburg et al. 2004). Scrutinising spatial characteristics of population change in the context of accessibility may thus give information usable in improving spatial and temporal accuracy of population change models.

A number of demographical studies have considered population trends in Finland, and extensive reviews are given by Pitkänen (1988), Aro (2007) and Koskinen et al. (2007). An early example of geographical analyses focusing on Finnish population change is the study of Alestalo (1983), considering concentration at the municipal level with a deep historical perspective. Population change is analysed with accurate grid cells and GIS by Halme (1999) and Rusanen et al. (2003), with aims to explore spatial dynamics of population and to define the changes in the regional structure. Kauppinen (2000) has applied grid-based approaches to the study of migration. Migration process is studied with descriptive statistics and cartographical analyses by Heikkilä (2003) with emphasis on long-term process and by (Heikkilä and Pikkarainen 2010) focusing on concentration and related policies. Despite dedicated research efforts aimed at understanding population dynamics, spatial models considering population change in Finland are commonly demographic trend calculations at the municipal level (Population projection 2012).
2. Accessibility and its effects on population change

Transportation is generally thought of as the way to reach or move something through space (Black 2003: 3) and accessibility refers to the ability to transport. Some exact definitions are given regarding the analytical use of the concept of accessibility. Spiekermann and Wegener (2007) note that accessibility is the main product of a transport system. According to Chen et al. (2007), accessibility typically refers to the ‘ease’ of reaching opportunities for activities and services and can be used to assess the performance of a transportation and urban system. Holl (2007: 286) states that accessibility expresses the extent to which spatial separation can be overcome. Geertman and Ritsema van Eck (1995) define accessibility to be the ability to command the transportation facilities that are necessary to reach desired locations at suitable times. Understanding accessibility in this thesis has its most solid basis in the definition given by Geurs & Ritseman van Eck (2001: 19):

“Accessibility… …the extent to which the land-use transport system enables (groups of) individuals or goods to reach activities or destinations by means of a (combination of) transport mode(s).”

Concentration has been the major trend in the change of population distribution across the world. Cities are seen to exist because they offer opportunities for comparative advantage increasing trade, the economies of scale resulting internal firm savings and the economies of agglomeration leading to external location advantage (Malpezzi 2011: 49); because they foster high levels of access (Taylor 2004: 299) and to eliminate transport costs for people, goods and ideas (Glaeser 1998: 140). In general, the dynamics of population distribution are affected largely by the economy; according to Glaeser (1994: 18), most things that predict per capita income growth also predict population growth.

Since the formulation of early theories of urban spatial structure (e.g. von Thünen 1826; Alonso 1964) and industrial location (e.g. Weber 1909) in the context of distance, accessibility and its effects have received particular attention in numerous studies in the field of transport geography, but also within economic geography, as the space has striven to be included in economic models during the last couple decades. Various analytical approaches and different types of indicators are applied to a number of case study areas, and extensive reviews have been produced on the subject (Geurs and Ritsema van Eck 2001; Rietveld and Bruinsma 1998; Rietveld and Nijkamp 1992; Spiekermann et al. 2011; Wegener and Fürst 2004).

There has been no full agreement on the effects of accessibility, but some general principles or key findings may be promoted. The agglomeration of activities may be explained by the economies of scale, positive feedback in circular causation and
increasing returns (see Fujita et al. 1999). According to Krugman (1991), emergence of a core-periphery pattern depends on transportation costs, economies of scale, and the share of manufacturing in national income. Fujita and Thisse (1996: 368) state even more specifically, that there is a fundamental trade-off between scale economies and transportation costs in the geographical organisation of markets and low transport costs tend to favour the formation of geographical clusters or to deter the creation of new ones.

The importance of accessibility to economic development and urbanisation on a local and regional level is evident (Biehl 1991; Graham 2007; MacKinnon et al. 2008; Quinet and Vickerman 2004: 1–70). Accessibility can be considered to have a contribution to the concentration of economic activities and the population (e.g. Herzog and Bjornstad 1982; Rietveld and Nijkamp 1993; Wegener and Böckemann 1998; Quinet and Vickerman 2004: 1–70). This is, however, possible only if the transport system is efficient enough and the low level of transport costs enable the concentration and emergence of the core-periphery pattern, together with increasing returns and changing demand (Krugman 1991). In accordance with this theory, in a pre-railroad, pre-motorized and preindustrial society, the population is limited, only a small fraction of the population works in manufacturing, and high transportation costs ensure weak economies of scale. In societies with mass consumption and production, in which transport costs are low, the economies of scale are evident and the concentration may begin along with the location and re-location of the production and people. According to Vickerman et al. (1999), the relative gains in accessibility of peripheral regions may be beneficial to their economic development, but these gains will always be over-shadowed by the much larger gains in accessibility of the regions in the core. In addition, the concentration pertains to transport networks too, as European policies tend to favour transport investments improving the accessibility of urban centres (idem.), and the trend has also been evident in Finnish transport investments in Finland (Transport policy guidelines... 2008).

The role of accessibility is rather clear in the general development in the centre-periphery pattern, but consumption amenities may greatly affect the success of competing for a population (Rappaport, 2008; 2009) In addition, a remarkable variation exists at an individual level, where attention should be paid to personal needs and wishes instead of ‘objective’ measurements, as a certain residential characteristic may be considered to be both an advantage and a disadvantage by different people (Haugen 2011). While the effect of accessibility on a regional level depicts the concentration of the population to centres, accessibility also has dispersing effects on smaller scales. The pattern of the concentration may be stirred by the trends related to counter urbanisation, in which Mitchell (2004) identifies the differing trends of anti-urbanisation, displaced urbanisation and ex-urbanisation. In terms of accessibility, the question pertains to the two latter phenomena, as accessibility clearly affects the population growth on the urban fringe (Brueckner 2000; Nechyba and Walsh 2004). This phenomenon, called urban sprawl, is an essential process that influences the population distribution virtually everywhere in the
Western world, especially in the United States. The trend is related particularly to increasing motorisation, under conditions of increasing incomes and employment (Glaeser and Kahn 2004; Patacchini and Zenou 2009). In sparsely populated and recently urbanized Finland, the sprawl trends started to intensify during the 1990s. Vartiainen (1989) has considered sprawl, or regionalisation, trends in Finland, mainly not as a problem, but rather as a potential development trend towards competitive large urban regions.

The importance of accessibility to regional development is an indisputable fact, however, the actual causality is complicated and indirect (see Wegener 2004). In addition, the effects of accessibility are not completely straightforward (Spiekermann and Wegener 2006) and the study of Banister and Brechman (2001) explicitly shows that the growth process within accessibility is only possible with the support of political, policy and institutional factors. They also see that the benefits of increased accessibility that exist in one location occur (potentially) at the expense of a competing location.

Several studies underpin the agglomeration trend in society, by relating accessibility to dynamics in the centre-periphery pattern (Johansson et al. 2002; Song 1996; Spiekermann and Neubauer 2002). Accessibility is also in a key role in the location choices of industrial parties (de Bok and van Oort 2011; Klaesson and Johansson 2008; Song et al. 2012). In addition to the attractive effect of accessibility which is commonly present in centres, densely populated industrialized areas tend to have a higher network infrastructure endowment in comparison to peripheries (Nijkamp 1986, 15). As a curiosity, railway accessibility has been observed, in some cases, to decrease the attractiveness of rural areas to migrants (Vaturi et al. 2011). However, the effects of accessibility may vary interestingly across space. For example, in the study of Chi (2010a) the accessibility of the highway network had an increasing effect on suburban populations, but there was not any effect to in centre areas. Again, in another study by Chi (2010b), airports were noticed to benefit the growth of suburbs, but not of centres. Hence, studies concerning the relationship between accessibility and population change in Finland are important.
The aim of this thesis is to analyse the effect of transport accessibility on population change in Finland on different spatial scales. Almost the entire period of modern transport in Finland, covering the years 1880–2009, was investigated during the study, by laying focus on the sub-periods 1880–1970, 1970–2007, 1990–2008 and 2003–2009. The study made use of high-quality digital transport infrastructure models and accurate register-based population grid data (Grid database 2004; 2010) that are free of administrative boundaries. The historical analysis of population change in this study required the creation of GIS databases concerning the population at the municipal level and the railway network. Road accessibility was analysed by gravity idea-based accessibility potentials, which were also tested for multimodal road and rail accessibility. The accessibility of railway stations and airports were assessed as the travel time from population location nodes. Accessibility computations, spatial analyses and data management were carried out by using geographic information systems (GIS). Accessibility variables were related to population change with non-linear regression, generalized additive models (GAMs), which also formed a basis for considering the importance of accessibility variables. Eight scales of analysis were used, beginning with municipal and built-up area scales, continuing to grid cells at six resolutions. The $2 \times 2$ km grid cells was the most accurate resolution at which the calculation of accessibility potentials was computationally possible and the largest $24 \times 24$ km grids are roughly comparable to the municipal level in terms of resolution. In addition to taking examples to evaluate the consistency of models in space, temporal consistency was also considered. Finally, the relevance of accessibility variables in modelling population change was assessed within a careful selection of socio-economic variables, which were included in the models.

The research questions in this study are:

1. How does potential accessibility explain population change occurring in the context of a regional and urban structure?
2. What are the most applicable distance decay functions for accessibility potentials to explain population change at different scales?
3. What is the effect of scale (i.e. size of spatial units or resolution) on the relationship between accessibility and population change?
4. What are the effects of a) rail and air transport infrastructure accessibilities, b) key socio-economic variables c) and population density to population change at different scales?
5. Is it possible to predict population change spatio-temporally, by extrapolating the model results?
The analytical work is performed in research papers and the correspondence to the research questions is presented in table 1. In paper I, examinations were established for road and rail accessibility on a municipal scale (1880–2007) and also on a built-up area scale in paper II (1970–2007). In paper III and IV, a six grid cell resolution-based analysis was established to cover the period 1990–2009 and the accessibility of airports is also included in the analysis. In paper III, the temporal consistency was tested by predicting the 1990–2008 population change with a model calibrated for the period 1990–2000. The models covered population change as relative and absolute numbers. In paper IV, key socio-economic variables, selected from a group of 58 variables, are tested in a model covering the period 2003–2009. According to the literature survey, the effect of the accessibility in relation to population change studies has not been previously investigated with such an extensive and systematic study setting.
Table 1. Specified contribution of papers in relation to research questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time period</th>
<th>Paper I</th>
<th>Paper II</th>
<th>Paper III</th>
<th>Paper IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>From the growth of incipient cities to rapid agglomeration to accessible urban areas in the context of major structural change.</td>
<td>Differentiating periods of conservative municipal scale urbanisation and intensifying agglomeration within accessible municipalities and built-up areas</td>
<td>Differentiating regional growth and urban sprawl</td>
<td>Modelling population change dynamics in the context of accessibility and key socio-economic variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 2</td>
<td>Linear and quadratic distance decay functions</td>
<td>Linear and quadratic decay functions</td>
<td>Linear and quadratic decay functions</td>
<td>Linear, quadratic and four negative exponential, including empirically estimated decay functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 3</td>
<td>Comparisons of potential accessibility and population density on a municipal scale</td>
<td>Municipal and builtup area scale</td>
<td>Six grid cell resolution between 2×2 km and 24×24 km</td>
<td>Six grid cell resolution between 2×2 km and 24×24 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 4</td>
<td>Accessibility of rail transport facilities and population density</td>
<td>Accessibility of rail transport facilities</td>
<td>Accessibility of rail and air transport facilities and population density</td>
<td>Accessibility of rail and air transport facilities, socio-economic variables and population density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 5</td>
<td>Full dataset and small constant size random sample-based model validation</td>
<td>Full dataset model validation and four times cross-validation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This chapter considers the development of transportation and the development of population and socio-economic trends in Finland. During the research period, Finland has changed from an agrarian grand duchy to a post-industrialized economy being a member state of the European Union. The land transport system has developed a great deal from the early stages, when manually powered local transports were enhanced with steam powered railways creating enormous increases in transport capacity within the reach of the network. The emergence of combustion motor-based travel and transport led to motorisation. After World War II and particularly during the latest decades of the study, air transport has become a very remarkable transport mode.

4.1 Transport system

Finnish roads have a long history as a ubiquitous network of paths, cartways which served in historical transports in conjunction with waterways. By the beginning of the nineteenth century, the road network covered most of the main towns of the country (Suomen teiden historia 1974). Lakes, rivers and later canals were also important for travel and particularly for larger transports (Seppinen 1992: 9−12), but were constrained largely by topography. Hence, the transport system improved a great deal when mechanically powered railways were established. Zetterberg (2011) presents an extensive history of Finnish railways, in which railway line constructions were, indeed, impelled by numerous local interests when general motivations varied from improving connections to develop trade, industry, education and forestry policies to design a transport system to be applicable for first Russian and then Finnish security policies. However, it can be concluded that the most important motivation was to connect the principal population centres, but, in addition, many smaller places gained increased accessibility by railways (Valtionrautatiet... 1987 [notice the wrong time period in the title of the reference]; Seppinen 1992).

The first railway link in Finland was established in 1862, the railway connection to Russia was opened in 1870 and before the turn of the century, three north–south-directed trunk lines were opened to traffic. Interestingly, when small and large towns were connected by railway, the benefits were larger in the latter than the former (Zetterberg 2011: 86). The first cars appeared on Finnish roads before the turn of the century, busses a bit later and, finally in 1918, the state took over road maintenance from farmers (Seppinen 1992: 82–83). The railway connection to Sweden opened in 1919. However, the Finnish rail gauge complies with the wider Russian variety, which differs from the European standard used in Sweden. Thus, the connection between these rail networks has not ever been
fully functional. By being the only serviceable motorized land transport mode during the
nineteenth century, railways achieved dominance, which continued until the mid-twentieth
century. Due to limited local coverage of the railway network, roads certainly maintained
their role as connectors at the local level. The significance of the road network began to
rise again during the 1930s, when more flexible coach traffic began to seriously compete
with railways. During the early twentieth century, the state extended the trunk-line network
almost to its present reach. Some privately owned and operated lines were established for
local traffic, extending their outreach and introducing regional branches, but the success
of these companies was commonly very limited (Valtionrautatiet... 1987).

The emphasis of motorized passenger travel shifted from railways to busses between
the years 1934–1939 (Yearbook of Finnish... 1958) and to passenger cars from 1957
(Yearbook of Finnish... 1960) measured by the passenger kilometres travelled. The
motorisation of passenger vehicles began to gain momentum during the 1950s. The
main Finnish road network was developed simultaneously with the growing number of
cars to satisfy increasing transport needs and the major peak in road investments took
place during the 1960s, when motorisation escalated in full. Speed limits were initially
determined during the 1920s, but in practice between 1938–1973, the driving speed was
unlimited in rural areas (Seppinen 1992: 88–90, 167–172). At the beginning of the 1930s,
Finland had about 20 000 automobiles on the road, in 1950 the number was closer to 27
000 and in 1960 the number had increased to around 183 000 (Yearbook of Transport...
1980: 58). The increase to 711 000 cars by the year 1970 was huge, whereas the number
of cars in 2009 was 3.2 million (Transport and communications... 2010: 26). Passenger
cars have resulted in more person kilometres travelled than busses since 1960 (Yearbook
of transport... 1971). Along with motorisation, interest in expanding the railway network
decreased. The primary objective for developing railway transports shifted to facilitate
long-haul connections and local traffic within the capital-city area, although some new
lines were still opened with motivations originating from regional subsidizing. By 1970,
the Finnish railway network had almost achieved its saturated reach. The only remarkable
exception is the short-cut link, which was established in 2006, reducing travel times
between Helsinki and Lahti (Figure 1).

Bus transports experienced their most intensive period during the 1980s in passenger
kilometres (Yearbook of transport... 1990: 18), after which their absolute and relative
share of travel has diminished strongly due to passenger cars. (Yearbook of Transport...
1980: 5). Bus transport has been mainly effective in urban areas, due to sparse population
densities in peripheral areas. The share of passenger transport by railways has been
relatively limited during the research period of this study. During the 1970s, the railways
extensively served local traffic, but decreasing effectiveness and increasing motorisation
forced railway transports to be rationalized by improving long-haul connections and by
focusing on commuter traffic in the capital city region (Valtionrautatiet... 1987: 37–51).
Long-haul transports were improved after 1995 in particular, due to investments in faster
trains operating in intercity connections. The counter processes for this have been the
Figure 1. Different scale examples of spatial structure of Finnish transport networks in 2003 and accuracy of data.
huge reduction in the number of peripheral railway connections (Valtionrautatiet... 1987: 29–30). Within four decades the number of railway stations has decreased to one-tenth of the original number (Finnish railway statistics 2010: 25). Railway transport has been dominated by a state-owned company, unprofitable in pure economic terms, between the years 1955 and 1990 (Railway statistics 1989, 1990). Therefore, prior to the 1990s, railway transport had effectively been a form of regional subsidy rather than an actual business activity.

Air transport began to be an actual mode of transport by 1937 and during the 1950s, the air transport network could be characterized as being extensive and active (Seppinen 1992: 102, 155). Over the past two decades, civil airports have covered the centres of Finland well and they have also greatly improved accessibility in some deep peripheries. Since the year 1990, over 20 civil airports have been in active operation. Helsinki Airport has been the air transport hub of Finland for decades. It was used by 73.6 % of Finnish air transport passengers in 2003 and 78.0% of Finnish air passengers in 2009 (CAA's Air traffic statistics 2004; Finavia's Air traffic statistics 2009). Helsinki Airport is the only airport performing very well and its result partly funds a majority of Finnish civil airports (Finavia Oyj Vuosikertomus 2011: 50), which is a form of a remarkable subsidization.

4.2 Population and socio-economic trends

Since economic, investment and political conditions are essential factors, enabling the development of the economy related to improving the transport system (Banister and Berechman 2001), the main trends of the economy and regional development are illustrated here. In European perspective, Finland can be characterized as a northern and peripherally situated country behind the Baltic Sea. Finland borders Russia to the east, Norway to the north and Sweden to the north-west. During the research period, the population of Finland increased from 2.1 million in 1880 to 5.4 million in 2009 and the total population density increased from 6.8 per km² to 17.6, respectively (Population by industry 1979; Grid database 2010). In inhabited grid cells, the population density has increased from 41.3 per km² in 1970 to 52.0 in 2009 (Grid database 1970; 2010). Finland has some archipelagic areas, such as the Åland Islands, which are excluded from this study due to their marginal share of the population and their highly differing transport system, which is based on ferry connections.

In the early nineteenth century, Finland could be characterized as being almost completely agrarian, immobile, and staid, and migration took place mainly at a local and sub-regional level (Aro 2007: 88–94). Industrialisation began during the latter half of the century (Rasila 1982: 132) locating mainly in towns and rural centres (Aro 2007: 93) and migration to cities intensified (Alestalo 1983; Pitkänen 2007: 65). Prior to 1880, migration was restricted from people in non-possessing standings in society (Aro 2007: 268). In 1880, the primary source of livelihood was agriculture at 74.9 % and the share of industry was
only 5.3% (Population by industry 1979). Around the turn of the century, in rural areas, there was a remarkable out-migration pressure and industrialising towns had a deficiency of labour, which increased migration flows towards regional centres (Aro 2007: 92–93). Political acts were implemented to form small estates from crofts and state lands. However, around the turn of the century and especially during the 1910s, a number of inhabitants, amounting to about 415,000 people, also migrated overseas, mainly to the United States and Canada (Vahtola 2003: 300–302). The 1920s were characterized by strong economic growth and industrialisation, which fell in the recession that reached Finland around 1930 (Ahvenainen and Kuusenterä 1982: 223). The following major population trend occurred during and after World War II. More than 400,000 people from areas that were seized by the Soviet Union re-settled in a wide range of municipalities (Vahtola 2003: 383).

The urbanisation process began to slowly develop in the last decades of 19th century (Koskinen et al. 2007). During the 1960s, immigration toward cities accelerated to a level which had never been reached before in Finland (Pitkänen 2007: 65). Simultaneously, particular policies were established to balance regional developments (Aro 2007: 150–151). A remarkable number of migrants also moved to Sweden and out-migration was so intensive, that population in Finland decreased during 1969–1970 (Pitkänen 2007: 63). In comparison to other Western countries in general, the Finnish population has experienced a relatively late urbanisation, beginning to a significant extent after the post-war era and peaking during the 1960s. In 1970, the population was mainly employed by commerce, transportation, and services (32.3%), as well as by the industrial sector (22.8%). The share of workers in agriculture had been decreased to 17.6% and the share of construction was 8.7% (Population by industry 1979). Since the 1970s, the urbanisation process was connected to the shift from an agricultural society to an industry-based economy, leading to the depopulation of peripheral areas.

Until the early 1990s, the economy of Finland grew substantially, which enabled large growth in the public sector, and regional competition was balanced by remarkable subsidizations to undeveloped regions. Since the beginning of the 1980s, population growth pressure shifted towards margins of urban areas and to areas that were adjacent to centres, at first, mainly emphasising the capital area, but then also regional centres (Heikkilä 2003; Rusanen et al. 2003). The population in the peripheries concentrated on a local level towards town centres, but the surrounding areas degenerated rapidly during both the 1970s and 1980s (Halme 1999: 54–71). During the 1990s, several structural changes occurred in Finland, including a deep recession caused by the collapse of trade with the Soviet Union and European Union membership in 1995, which improved access to a larger European market, as well as a transition towards information and communication technologies (OECD Territorial Reviews... 2005). Regional subsidies to the peripheries decreased and efforts shifted to developing centres (see Tervo 2005). Since the 1990s, the strongest migration flows, characterized by sprawl-like centripetal trends, have mainly been aimed towards the southern parts of the country and, particularly, to the largest cities and their environments. Simultaneously, areas located remotely in relation to growth centres
have experienced declining populations (Rusanen et al. 2003). By 2009, Finland had clearly become an urbanized country (Figure 2) and the post-industrial economy, portrayed by 74.1 % population being employed by the public sector and services. Industry, however, had an important role (14.7 %) in comparison with construction (6.3 %) and primary production (3.7 %) (Työlliset toimialan... 2012).

The population dynamics have naturally also been influenced by the politics, systems of governing and planning that are characteristic of each historical period. These have, indeed, varied a great deal during the research period, just like the whole society. However, the extensive presentation of this composition and its development is unreasonable within the frames of this thesis, due to the remarkable complexity and needed profoundness. However, the basic structure of the present system allocates a considerable amount of power to the local level in municipalities, which to some degree are self-governing units in the field of planning (MRA 1999; MRL 1999; Valtioneuvoston päätös... 2000; Tarkistetut valtakunnalliset... 2009). It is clear that with planning, local population patterns within neighbourhoods can be effectively controlled, but their effect on population flows between municipalities is only indirect.
Figure 2. Finnish municipal structure in 2007 and population distribution in 2008 (inhabitants per square kilometre at 2×2 km resolution).
5. Data and methods

5.1 Data

The data of this thesis consists of transport, population and socio-economic datasets. Transport data covers roads, railways with stations and airports. The road network has an accurate geometry and attributes for 2003 and for previous times different types of estimates are used. Rail network data has good temporal quality, as several attributes and also station data are attached. Eight scales are used for population datasets. Municipal-level data is available for the entire study period, whereas population grid data is only available since 1970.

5.1.1 Transport network and facility datasets

The GIS data of the road network was obtained from the Digiroad database involving speed limit information for commonly used roads (Digiroad 2012). The earliest available version of Digiroad represents the 2003 road network. It was used in computing the travel time estimates in papers III and IV. To estimate travel times accurately enough, all the regularly used roads were included in the analysis. The used road network data includes regional and local main streets, collector and feeder streets and private roads allowed for public use. The database has no historical attributes. Hence, for paper I, the higher road classes were selected and travel time attributes associated with the road links were modified to reflect the assumed travel conditions during different eras, providing a rough estimate of the historical accessibility. The approach has uncertainties in accuracy, but remarkable benefits in comparison to direct distance estimates ignoring, e.g., water bodies. For paper II, higher road class geometry and speed limits were digitized on the base of historical maps covering all main and regional roads from 1973 onwards. The state-scale maps were provided by the Finnish Road Administration.

In Finland, congestion is not generally regarded as being a factor affecting the daily accessibility between municipalities or built-up areas, with the exception of some occurrences within the limits of the capital city area (see Kalliokoski 2003). Therefore, congestion effects are not incorporated in the data more specifically than that which is already expressed in speed limits in paper II, the analysis of which is carried out at municipal and built-up scales. To estimate the effects of congestion for the grid cell-based analysis of paper III, travelling speeds were corrected by a factor of 0.8 in built-up areas. The geometry and capacity of the main and regional roads was relatively stable during the research period, as emphasis was on maintenance. This was apparent in the stability of the average vehicle speeds (Uimonen 2010).
Inland islands were included in the analysis, and as there are no significant waterway connections in continental Finland, short road ferry connections, which are included in the digital road network data, were the only water transport routes that were included in the analysis. However, because of their highly differing infrastructure, relying on ferry connections, the coastal archipelagos and the Åland islands had to be excluded from the analysis.

The GIS data for the railway network was constructed to represent spatial and temporal development. The railway network geometry for 2007 was provided by the Finnish Rail Administration. The attachment of relevant attributes, primarily the opening dates of links, estimated travel times, and rail classifications and also locations of stations and stops, was carried out by means of linear referencing (see e.g. Verbyla 2002) and digitising. The use of linear referencing was possible due to the high level of the temporal permanency of the network and the railway kilometre-based positioning system used by the Finnish railways from the outset. The attached attributes were compiled from literal documents. For example, the kilometre positions of railway stations and the use of stops at different times was determined from engine-driver timetables and the usage of stations from the passenger timetables. Narrow-gauge railways are excluded from the study because of their local role and their limited connectivity to the main railway network. The stations were connected to the road network by automated digitising. The GIS data for airports was compiled from AIP Suomi – Finland (2012).

5.1.2 Population and socio-economic data

The representing population-change variable was treated as a relative number. Because the population-change values did not follow normal distribution when measured in percentages, the logarithmic function of the relative population change had to be used instead to gain better correspondence. The equation for population change can be written

\[ \Delta P_{\text{log}} = \log \frac{P_t}{P_{t-\Delta t}} \]  

where \( \Delta P_{\text{log}} \) is the relative logarithmic population change, \( P_t \) and \( P_{t-\Delta t} \) are the populations at the end and the beginning of a period, respectively.

In this thesis, population change is assessed at a municipal level in papers I and II. Municipal data is used due to its extensive temporal reach beginning at the year 1880 with decadal intervals and its role as a basic spatial division for assessing the population and other trends in Finland. The municipal structure of Finland has been subject to change throughout the research period. Statistics Finland has produced temporally comparable municipal population data since 1951. The data which was applied in paper I and II was
available in the 2007 municipal boundaries. The population figures covering the period 1880–1940 had to undergo manipulation to ensure temporal comparability over the decades. The database was constructed to follow the municipal structure in 2007. The population numbers were compiled from decadal tables which also included descriptive notes about territorial changes in the municipal structure affecting populations. As that accurate information regarding municipal boundaries in the past was unavailable, the database was constructed along the lines of areal interpolation, except that the population numbers were calculated using a spreadsheet instead of spatial attributes. In practice, the calculation for temporally comparable municipal populations can be expressed as follows.

\[
P_{t-\Delta t} = p_{t-\Delta t} \left( 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{p_{part_{t_i}}}{p_{tot_t}} - \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{p_{div_{t_j}}}{p_{tot_t}} \right) \right) + \sum_{k=1}^{n} p_{merg_{t-\Delta t_k}}
\]

where \( P_{t-\Delta t} \) is the municipal population estimate of the point of time \( t-\Delta t \) fitted to the boundaries at the point of time \( t \), \( p_{t-\Delta t} \) is the original population amount of the municipality at point of time \( t-\Delta t \), \( p_{tot_t} \) is the total population of the municipality at the point of time \( t \), \( p_{part_i} \) is the added population of partial municipal merge at the point of time \( t \) when \( i \) is the number referring to mergers, and \( p_{div_j} \) is the subtracted population of partial municipal dissolution at the point of time \( t \) when \( j \) is the number referring to dissolutions, and \( p_{merg_{t-\Delta t}} \) is the added population of the merged municipality at the point of time \( t-\Delta t \) when \( k \) is the number referring to the merged municipality. To construct a temporally consistent database covering several decades, the calculation had to be done for all decades and all municipalities affected by the structural changes.

The number of municipalities in 2007 was 416 and the exact population numbers were available for 206 municipalities having a stable structure from 1880 to 2007. Changes in municipal boundaries without explicitly reported spatial arrangements had to be excluded from the calculations because of missing or inadequate data. The spatial reference for the municipalities in the accessibility calculations was the estimated location of the main centres.

Population grid databases from Statistics Finland (see Grid database 2010) were applied to calculate the dependent variable, population change at six grid cell resolutions (side lengths of 2, 4, 8, 12, 16 and 24 km) (papers III and IV) and also at a built-up area scale (paper II). For grid-based analysis, a 2×2 km resolution was applied as the basic unit of calculations and for lower resolutions, population weighted averages were computed. For the purposes of this thesis, the grid cell-based population data was obtained for the years 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, 2003, 2007, 2008 and 2009, which was the most recent available data at the time of the last empirical analysis of the study. The original resolution of grid data was 1×1 km, except resolution of 2008 data was 250×250 m. In accessibility calculations, each grid cell was represented by its centroid location. The population grid
data is maintained by Statistics Finland and it is based on population registers. This means that instead of simulated population probabilities, real-word residential information from the last day of the year is used, which remarkably improves the reliability of the data.

The population grid database (2004) was also used in constructing explanatory variables representing socio-economic differences in paper IV. The grid cell database consists of 108 records, in categories of age structure, level of education, consumer structure of the population, size and household life stage, household consumer structure, buildings and housing, workplaces and the main type of activity of the population from the years 2001–2003. These records were applied in constructing an extensive set of 58 socio-economic variables. After analysing the potential effect of these variables on population change, four of them were selected as final models. The variables for each scale of analysis were built by aggregating the data into the larger resolutions. Due to the protection of privacy, some database records were unavailable in grid cells containing fewer than 10 inhabitants, the cells of which had to be excluded from the analysis. Thus, the remaining data does not cover sparsely populated deep peripheries. However, 91.9% of the Finnish population is included in the analysis. Population grid data was also applied in computing the grid cell population density.

Built-up areas are used as an alternative to administrative municipal units in paper II. The built-up area level population change was computed by utilising the 1×1 km population grid database. The boundaries are defined by Statistics Finland, on the basis of clusters of buildings including at least 200 inhabitants, where the distance between the buildings does not exceed 200 m. Although the areas were kept constant during each of the assessed decades, they differ between the decades as a result of the changes in the distribution of the population. Gravity centroids were applied as the spatial reference for built-up areas, except in the case of the capital Helsinki, for which the most populated grid cell was used.

5.2 Methods

In this study, the fastest route travel times between origins and destinations and the potential accessibility indicators based on them were applied to assess accessibility. Accessibility computations were carried out by using GIS. Due to explorative characteristics of this study, non-linear multiple regression generalized additive models (GAMs) were used to establish the relationships between dependent and explanatory variables.

5.2.1 GIS-based accessibility analyses

The accessibility calculations and related indicators applied in this study are based on the estimated fastest routes and travel times between origin and destination locations via a GIS-based model of the transport network. Estimating the fastest travel time in this thesis is based on a non-planar graph, in which vertices represent the members (e.g. roads)
of the set and edges represent the connections among those members (e.g. crossroads) and the fastest route travel time computations are carried out with the classical Dijkstra algorithm (Dijkstra 1959). The GIS methods applied in the fastest route estimation are included in Esri ArcGIS 9.2, 9.3 and 10.0 Network Analyst (ArcGIS Network Analyst 2012). Python 3.0 and newer versions were applied in needed programming or scripting (Python Programming Language 2012).

Rail and air and transport accessibility variables were calculated as road network-based travel times (see Rietveld and Bruinsma, 1998, 34–35) from each municipal centre, built-up area gravity centroid or grid cell centroid to the nearest railway station (papers II, III and IV) and airport (papers III and IV), whereas in paper I, the distance to nearest railway station was used. This highly simplified approach enabled a statistical analysis of the effect of road-based accessibility potentials and other transport modes simultaneously in a multiple regression. Other accessibility indicators could be applied for this task as well. For example, multimodal accessibility potentials were considered for railway accessibility transports in papers I, II, and III, but due to problems related to multicollinearity (see Brauner and Shacham 1998; MacNally 2000), this approach had to be abandoned. In addition, in paper II, the accessibility to a railway network was also measured as a direct distance and as a binary variable indicating the presence of a railway network access. A wider selection of indicators would also increase the number of models remarkably. Hence, the clearest indicator, travel time, was selected. In papers III and IV, the population weighted averages of 2×2 km computations were used for larger scales.

To reasonably model road-based accessibility on several scales, a gravity-based potential accessibility analysis was applied (see Harris 1954; Bruinsma and Rietveld 1993; Geertman and Ritsema van Eck 1995; Youshida and Deichmann 2009; Gutiérrez et al. 2010). Potential accessibility is a measure relating the centrality and peripherality of locations and it has been widely applied in urban and geographical studies since the late 1940s (Geurs and van Wee 2004: 133–134). By potential accessibility, the clustered or isolated population concentrations and intermediate or deep peripheries can be differentiated numerically using an attracting attribute, like population, and connectivity by the transport network involving a friction measure, like time or cost. Potential accessibility has been successfully used in explaining the distribution patterns of populations (Song 1996). It lends itself well to place accessibility, the approach of which was analysed in this thesis, but has remarkable shortcomings if applied to individuals (Kwan 1998).

Potential accessibility \( a = (a_1, a_2, a_3, ..., a_n) \) can be calculated for a location by dividing the population of all other locations by the travel (time-) distance separating the location and each of the other locations, and summarising these values. Depending on the characteristics of the transport, behaviour and analysed area, the computation is based on different types of distance decay functions. The linear and power functions are common types of distance decays (equation 3), but more often accessibility potentials \( b = (b_1, b_2, b_3, ..., b_n) \) are based on negative exponential functions (equation 4):
where $a$ and $b$ are the potential accessibility vectors, $d_{ij}$ is the distance between the location $i$ and $j$, $P_j$ is the population of the related destination location, $n$ is the number of origins and destinations, and $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are parameters for transport friction, indicating the efficiency of the transport system and the interest in moving and $e \approx 2,71828$.

Parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are highly dependent on the type of activity modelled. A greater distinction between nearby and distant destinations can be achieved by increasing $\alpha$ or decreasing $\beta$. At a local level, more extreme distance decay functions are used and on a large scale the distance decay is more gradual. In paper I, linear $(\alpha=1)$ distance decay function is used (see e.g. Gutiérrez 2001; Holl 2007). In paper II and III, quadratic $(\alpha=2)$ distance decay was also applied. In paper IV, four negative exponential functions were applied. The most gradual function $(\beta=0.005)$, is associated with the European scale analysis by Spiekermann and Wegener (2007), while steeper functions $(\beta=0.05)$ and $(\beta=0.02)$ have been applied by Andersson and Karlsson (2007) for extra-regional accessibility and for intra-municipal accessibility. The steepest negative exponential function $(\beta=0.0946)$ was estimated on the basis of trip survey data (Kalenoja and Kiiskilä 2010) in paper IV. The empirically estimated parameter corresponds well to function $\beta=0.1$, used by Andersson and Karlsson (2007) for intra-regional accessibility. Applied distance decay functions and associated travel frequencies are presented in Figure 3. As the regression model uses only relative differences between observations, not absolute, the numbers are scaled to one to facilitate comparison.

As its name implies, potential accessibility reflects the opportunity to access some particular objects. The problem of self-potential is often encountered in the calculation of the potential accessibility to large areas, because a remarkable quantum of objects may be located in an area for which the potential will be calculated (see Geertman and Ritsema van Eck 1995). In other words, are the objects technically considered as fully, partly or not accessed if they are located to the area already? Solutions to manage the problem are, e.g., population-based self-potential estimates (Gutiérrez 2001) and Euclidian space-based approximations (Frost and Spence 1995). In order to include self-potential in the analysis, the potential accessibility $c = (c_1,c_2,c_3,...c_n)$ may be written as:
where $P_i$ is the population of area $i$, and $d_{ii}$ is the mean internal distance of the area.

As there is no commonly accepted definition to describe the mean internal distance or travel time for the estimation of self-potential, a method for estimation was developed in paper II. The internal distance $d_{ii}$ is intended to be defined more precisely by using a ratio approximating the difference between the shape of the unit and a circle (paper II), and the formulation can be expressed as:

$$d_{ii} = \left(1 + \ln \left(\frac{C/2\pi}{\sqrt{(A/\pi)}}\right) \cdot \frac{\sqrt{(A/\pi)}}{\sqrt{2}}\right) / v$$

$$c = \frac{P_i}{d_{ii}} + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{P_j}{d_{ij}}$$

$$c = [c_i]_{n \times 1}$$

Figure 3. Applied distance decay functions in estimating the number of travels in relation to travel time. The maximum of each function is scaled to one.
where $C$ is the perimeter, $A$ is the area as square kilometres, and $v$ is the speed as kilometres per hour. This internal distance approach, of course, has some shortcomings, such as the ignoring of population distribution and congestion, but it enhances the estimate compared to purely population-based estimates (see e.g. Gutiérrez 2001: 236).

In accurate resolution grid cells, self-potential is commensurate mainly to population density. In addition, self-potential has little significance to the potential at accurate resolution computations. In papers III and IV, population density is used as an explanatory variable and, consequently, the self-potential was not included in the potentials. In these papers, potential accessibility to more coarse resolutions was calculated as the population-weighted averages of potentials at 2×2 km resolution, which provided a more realistic outcome than applying self-potential estimates. In paper I, no self-potential parameter is estimated, but the municipal population density is applied.

5.2.2 Statistical analysis, generalized additive models (GAM)

The relationships between population change and explanatory variables were scrutinized by non-linear and non-monotonic regression analysis, generalized additive models (GAMs) (Hastie and Tibshirani 1990). GAMs afford a great deal of freedom to specify the model for a different setting and a quantity of statistical mathematics is included in the structure of model. Even though it is not possible to thoroughly review GAMs in this thesis, a general overview is provided. When compared to other advanced modelling techniques GAMs have been proven to be effective in both explaining and predicting spatial patterns in the context of physical geography (e.g. Marmion et al. 2008). The main benefit of GAMs for this study, in comparison to conventional multiple linear regression, is that they rely more on the data-driven functional form than a model-driven form (Yee and Mitchell 1991). Classical regression approaches are based on a predetermined function type, such as linear, logarithmic or exponential, which is to be fitted in relation to the response variable with a set of explanatory variables. GAMs allow the capturing of the relationships with smooth functions which allow the identification of more complicated non-parametric relationships with a minimal loss of information and models. GAM may be expressed as:

$$g(\mu_i) = X_i^\prime \theta + f_1(x_{1i}) + f_2(x_{2i}) + f_3(x_{3i}) + \ldots$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $\mu_i \equiv (Y_i)$ and $Y_i$ is the response variable; $g$ is the link function; if strictly parametric model components exist (which are not applied in the models of this thesis) $X_i$ is the row of the model matrix for model components and $\theta$ is the corresponding vector; $x_i$ explanatory variable candidates and $f_i$ are smooth functions. In this study, the identity link function $f(x) = x$ is applied. Smooth functions are based on cubic splines, established with a conservative four degrees of freedom, in order to allow some complexity in the
models, but to avoid over-fitting of the data. Cubic spline is a curve constructed from sections of cubic polynomial joined together so that the curve is continuous up to the second derivative. The effects of different smoothers were tested with intuitive samples. In addition to more accurate model fits and a more stable confidence interval within outliers, more flexible smoothers increased explanatory power the model (Wood 2006).

GAM models for all the papers were constructed with S-Plus 6.1 and a method for automated GAMs construction, Generalized Regression Analysis and Spatial Prediction (GRASP) (Lehmann et al. 2002) was applied for GAM building in paper IV. In addition to response curves, explained deviance, alone contribution and drop contribution values and confidence intervals of 95 percent and \( p \)-values were also used to support the analysis. The functionality of different types of model constellations in explaining population change and particular variables aimed to be included in models was considered by explained deviance. Alone contribution means an explained deviance of a univariate model and it refers to the potential importance of each variable. Drop contribution refers to the importance of each variable within the full model. Drop contributions are obtained by dropping each particular explanatory variable from the multivariate model and by calculating the associated change in deviance (Lehmann et al. 2005: 42). In other words, variables having a high drop contribution can explain a considerable amount of deviance that other variables are unable to explain. The predictive ability of GAMs was validated in papers III and IV by applying full datasets with all observations or four times cross-validation. Three stages can be defined in the validation process. First, establishing the relationship between dependent and explanatory variables to calibrate models. Second, the use of calibrated models to predict population change. Third, measuring the correlation between population change and predictions in each case. In papers I, II and III, Spearman Rho correlation factors were applied to avoid any bias caused by outliers, whereas Pearson correlation is built into GRASP, which was applied in paper IV.
6. Review of the results

The five research questions of this thesis are answered in this chapter. Whereas the original research papers contribute to answering many research questions, each sub-chapter will answer each of the particular questions as numbered in chapter 3. First, the relationship between road-based potential accessibility and population concentrations are considered. Second, the effect of the type and steepness of distance decay function (applied in computing potential accessibility) to this relationship is assessed. Third, the matter of scale in the consistency of the models is dissected. Fourth, the effects of rail and air transport facilities, key socio-economic variables and population density to population change are expounded. Finally, the predictive ability of established models is considered. The variable types consisting of the final models explaining population change in each paper are compiled in relation to scale and time and presented in Figure 4.

6.1 Accessibility and urbanisation

In general, road network-based potential accessibility captured the attractiveness of cities and population concentrations well in the statistical models explaining population change. By this approach, the concentration of the Finnish population has been evident at a municipal level since the end of the 19th century. The intensity of concentration has increased in conjunction with structural changes and related growth of the economy and the consequent relocation of the population. The growth of modernising cities intensified during the 1920s, characterized by strong economic growth and industrialisation, and diminished by the recession of the 1930s. After the post-war relocation of the population,
the concentration process intensified again and culminated during the rapid urbanisation of the 1960s (paper I). During the 1970s and 1980s, the concentration diminished, but during the 1990s, urban centres and clusters intensively attracted a population again, the trend which continues to the present date (papers II and III). This return might be attributable to the major changes in Finnish society, such as the opening of the economy and the shift towards developing centres instead of subsidising peripheries.

In addition to regional concentration, urban sprawl, a dispersive trend of a growing urban edge was prevailing in models considering population change after 1970. During 1970–1990, population change in built-up areas could not be explained like the change at a municipal level. The finding can be traced to be mainly scale and data related, since the population growth in municipalities has occurred at the edge of the defined built-up areas, in addition to centres, and simultaneously population in the peripheries has concentrated at a local level towards peripheral town centres, whilst the surrounding areas have degenerated rapidly (paper II). The trend is also visible in grid-based models. With fine resolution models, it could be noticed that the population concentration in a centre-periphery axis stagnates in the suburbs. Models also showed a lesser population growth at easy accessible locations with high population densities (papers II and III). This is partly related to the mathematical relation of population change and population density as a variable. However, the mechanics of defining multiple regression by GAM, with explanatory variables having some mutual correlation, may also affect inconstancies. However, the trend is visible in models carried out with relative and absolute population change.

From an analytical point of view, accessibility potentials consist of population distribution and the capacity of the road network. Thus, it is not possible to exactly define the importance of these components to accessibility potentials with this study setting. Population is, however, a much more varying value in comparison to travel speeds and network geometry, which refers to the concept that the population component has a more essential role.

### 6.2 Friction of distance in reflecting urban structure

A highly detailed view of the urban structure is achieved, when the steep distance decay functions were used in computing accessibility potentials. Two different types of distance decay functions, linear and quadratic, were tested in papers I, II and III and in paper IV, four different negative exponential distance decay functions were added to the analysis. In the time before motorisation, relatively gradual, linear distance decay-based accessibility potentials succeeded in being connected to population change with corresponding explanatory performance compared to steeper, quadratic, distance decay function-based potentials. The linear distance decay function-based accessibility potentials were selected for the final models, due to their simplicity and comparability. As these
potentials rather reflect a regional accessibility, intra-municipal accessibility is considered through a population density variable.

After motorisation, accessibility potentials with steep distance decay functions succeeded in predicting population change better than potentials with gradual functions. A quadratic function was more suitable than one that was linear (papers II and III). Nevertheless, an empirically estimated negative exponential distance decay function ($\beta=0.0945$) proved to form potentials that predict population change most efficiently (paper IV). The form of this distance decay functions is, however, very close to the quadratic function. Thus the predictive ability of the potentials based on quadratic function succeeded in explaining population change nearly as efficiently. A possible explanation for the success of the steep functions is the accurate scales applied in the study. In contrast to the use of administrative regions in the calculation of potential accessibility, requiring the use of internal distance estimates and self-potential, high resolution grids make it possible to detect short-distance patterns. Since a greatly detailed view of an urban structure is achieved with the relatively steep distance decay functions with a high predictive ability towards population change, the applying of steep functions with accurate resolution grid cell data is supported. However, the potentials of larger spatial units relies more on self-potentials. In accurate resolutions, the extent of this component is dominated by the short distance components of the potential. Hence, it may be advisable that applying the steep functions to the potentials of large areas are done with caution.

6.3 Matter of scale in the consistency of models

The major trend prevailing in models explaining population change at different scales is that the explanatory power and predictive performance decreases with the scale becoming more accurate. Furthermore, with a careful selection of accessibility and socio-economic variables, population change can be modelled tolerably at accurate resolutions and well at coarse resolutions. Models at a municipal level showed remarkably better explanatory performance than built-up area level models (paper II). The trend was unambiguous with models that were carried out with six different resolution grid cell datasets, from 2×2 km to 24×24 km (papers III and IV). Validations considering the predictive ability of models showed corresponding results. With full datasets, predictions were slightly better than when applying the average results of four times cross-validation and larger resolution predictions were more accurate than smaller resolution ones (paper IV). In paper III, it was tested that this disparity cannot be explained by the huge variation in the number of observations, as the trend corresponds in models carried out with a constant size, random selection of observations. This suggests that the consistency of models is adequate for spatial extrapolations.

The theoretical and statistical relevance of explanatory variables at different scales were considered before establishing final models for papers II, III and IV. Road-based potential
accessibility, airport accessibility and also key socio-economic variables maintained the characteristics of their relationship between population change, regardless of the varying size of spatial units. On this basis, it can be concluded that with larger spatial units, stochasticity related to local variation and an amount of individual decisions gets averaged. This averaged view forms an areal-level pattern, which is possible to be captured by a model with explanatory or predictive purposes.

6.4 Effects of other variables

In this chapter, the effect of other variables included in multivariate models is considered. First, the effects of rail and air accessibility are assessed. Second, the relationship between key socio-economic variables, i.e. average incomes, the share of academic education, employment rate and average mean age, and population density is contemplated. Third, the different roles of a population density variable in explaining population change with other variables are considered.

6.4.1 Effect of rail and air transport facilities

A dominating population change process, concentration towards urban areas, needed to be modelled accurately enough with the road-based potential accessibility indicator, before the disentangling of the effect of other transport modes was possible. In multiple regression analysis, the effect of rail and air transport facility accessibility was analysed in conjunction with other explanatory variables. In addition to the travel time to the nearest station, other tested approaches were multimodal potential accessibility (papers I and II), direct distance and a binary variable related to the presence of a railway station in the area (paper II). Multimodal potential accessibility was calculated by using the fastest travel times on the road and railway networks connected by railway stations. However, it did not improve the explanatory power of the models and problems related to multicollinearity occurred. The travel time to the nearest station was selected as an accessibility variable, because direct distance and a binary variable were completely insignificant in statistical terms in joint GAMs, which underlines the importance of a network-based travel time measurement, instead of direct distance or buffering, when analysing societal phenomena (paper II).

The importance of different transport modes in explaining population change was compared and road network-based potential accessibility had the most essential role in the great majority of cases throughout time (papers I and II) and scales (papers III and IV). The expansion of the railway transport system was nearly completed at the turn of the 20th century. After the turbulent beginning of the century, diminishing out-migration and economic growth, railway accessibility was noted to have a clear effect on population
change at a municipal level during the 1920s. After the recession of the 1930s, the effect of railway accessibility was clear during the period 1940–1970 (paper I). Again, during the 1970s, the effect of railway accessibility diminished. The decade was characterized by increasing motorisation, but railways, however, operated notably at a local level. After remarkable investments in long-haul transport, the slight effect of railway accessibility could be captured in 2000–2007 (paper II).

Even though municipal-level models indicated that railway accessibility has an effect on population change, the accessibility to railway stations proved to be statistically insignificant in grid-based models and in a few models where railway accessibility had a minor statistical significance, theoretically inconsistent fits were captured. Consequently, the railway accessibility variable had to be excluded from the final models in papers III and IV. A reason for this may be the small (approximately 5–7%) share of railway travel after motorisation.

The effect of airport accessibility was tested with grid cell-based models in papers III and IV. Airport accessibility was remarkably related to population change. Accessibility to airports was noted to have a clear positive effect on the population, starting in the immediate proximity of airports. This finding clearly underpins the need for active airports in the regions striving to develop. Nonetheless, it is important to scrutinize the actual characteristics of causality behind this relationship before making further conclusions. The relationship was highly consistent in all the resolutions, but the explanatory power of airport accessibility increased with scale (papers III and IV).

6.4.2 Effect of key socio-economic variables

With the aim of testing the effect of other relevant variables in explaining population change, and to also reduce the risk of the omitted variables problem, a carefully selected set of key socio-economic variables were included in the models in paper IV. The analysis resulted in three important findings: First, based on the drop contributions, urbanisation was a process that was captured very efficiently by a potential accessibility variable and it was clearly the most essential trend explaining population change during the intensifying period of motorisation. Second, socio-economic variables produced significantly stable relationships between population change in relation to resolution and the explanatory performance power of each particular variable also increases along with the resolution. Average incomes and the higher share of academic education are mainly related to population growth. Surprisingly, employment has only a slight effect on population growth. The age variable clearly reflects the natural population increase and agglomeration of young people in urban areas. However, an exceptional growth trend can be found in peripheral grid cells characterized by the mean age of over 50. However, any possible association of this trend towards remigration or second housing is an open question. Third, socio-economic variables together largely explain much of the
deviance that cannot be explained with accessibility variables. Hence, with accessibility and population density variables, it is possible to make predictions of population change at a grid cell basis, but the performance of the model may be enhanced, to some extent, with socio-economic variables.

6.4.3 Different roles of population density variable

Population density is used widely in defining different areas on the centre-periphery axis. As models in all the papers show, it was possible to model population change to some extent with a population density variable. Indeed, a population concentrated in already urbanized regions is characterized by high population densities. The population density variable was important to be included in the models for three reasons. First, for the credibility of the setting of this study, it was important to compare the performance of the population density and potential accessibility variables. On the basis of the drop contribution, before motorisation, the population density explains population change better or equally as good as potential accessibility (paper I). For municipal and built-up area level models in paper II, internal distance and self-potential estimates were used and the population density was excluded. Second, due to a variation in the population density in grid cells, the same absolute population increase in adjacent grid cells may vary greatly when presented as a relative number. Population density explains this disparity when the population density variable is used in models that explain a relative population change. However, the population density does not capture the actual population change to the same extent in GAMs than the potential accessibility does (papers III and IV). Third, population density also reflects the high residential costs and land-use intensity in areas with high accessibility. In modelling an absolute population change, this role is clearly evident (paper III).

6.5 Extrapolation of models

In addition to considering the predictive performance at space, temporal predictions were also evaluated (paper III). Population changes at different grid cell resolutions during the period 2000–2008 were predicted with models calibrated with datasets considering the datasets of the periods 2000–2008 and 1990–2000 (paper III). The predictive performance of models noted to be consistent also over time. An essential finding was that models with all observations and with small size random samples had a very similar predictive ability (paper III). This shows that the modelled patterns do not fragment much when the observation amount is decreased. However, for extrapolation, the predictive performance of the models is dependent on the representativeness of conditions in calibration datasets in relation to the prediction dataset and the characteristics of population dynamics have to remain the same in space or time.
The urbanisation process and sprawl, or more specifically expressed, population change at a centre-edge-periphery axis, can be perceived with a high specificity by applying a potential accessibility indicator in characterising the centrality and peripherality of locations in statistical models explaining population change. Potential accessibility, a ratio expressing the geographical distribution of transport infrastructure capacity and population, reflects the quantum of the activity and gravitation related to the interaction of the population. This relationship indicates the strong influence of scale economies on Finnish population change. Before the arrival of industry and the railroad, the population of Finland was almost evenly distributed. When the industrialising cities began to grow during the late nineteenth century, the potential accessibility of other municipalities began to matter. The heavy concentration of people in regional centres coincided with the major wave of urbanisation that took place during the 1960s, whereupon Finland rapidly motorized. These trends are associated with the widening scale of the Finnish economy, from the local to the regional level and then from the regional to the interregional level, covering the state.

When the major trend population, concentration, were explained, the lesser effects of other transport modes could be revealed more reliably. The accessibility of airports was included in the models since 1990 and had a clear growth effect on the surrounding population, whereas railway accessibility could be mainly related to urban growth between 1940–1970 and during the 1920s. It is interesting that the population density is much weaker in capturing population change in comparison to potential accessibility since the 1960s. Combining the effect of transport accessibility and socio-economic variables enabled the gain of new, or more accurate, insights into population change since 2003. It seems that population growth occurs in areas with high overall education levels, incomes and employment, whereas a high average age is usually associated with a decreasing population.

In the geographical analysis, the correctness of the presumptions of scale are important, because when they are incorrect, analyses may produce quasi images of the actual patterns that are to be scrutinized. The relationship between transport accessibility and population change was relevant below the most accurate administrative division, the municipal level. The finding underpins the relevance of grid cell-based models in analysing accessibility. However, despite the effect of accessibility being visible with observations on an accurate scale, the actual pattern exists on a larger scale, for which the accessibility calculations should be generalized and development predictions should be made. Hence, also in ad hoc studies and related results, used in decision making and policy purposes, the scales of analyses should be relevant for phenomena, not data derivatives.

With accessibility, socio-economic and population density variables, it is possible to make predictions for a population change on a grid cell basis. Population change relates
strongly to explanatory variables on a large scale because of a pattern created by the large number of individual choices. Nonetheless, the model involving these same choices on an excessively accurate scale maintains its characteristics, but loses much predictive ability. At an accurate scale, there is no actual pattern, due to increasing stochasticity related to micro-level properties, the outcomes of individual choices, which are not able to be significantly explained even if there are accurate socio-economic variables included. By improving data and accessibility indicators, population change on a very accurate scale could possibly be explained better. However, in modelling population change, there may be a certain scale threshold, which cannot be exceeded with quantitative analysis, even if all imaginable data were used. This study setting provides only a preliminary support to the applicability of the model for long-term predictions, an issue which clearly needs to be scrutinized within a larger study setting. As population change in Finland was previously modelled mainly through municipal division, grid cell-based models would improve the spatial accuracy remarkably. This can be considered to be particularly important for spatial planning, locating services and business activities and, more generally, for policy making, because a majority of investments are made for the long term, rather than for the present situation.

The results of this thesis have to be discussed in relation to the classical analytical problems of geography: the modifiable areal unit problem, ecological fallacy and spatial autocorrelation. It is definitely an important finding that models with selected variables produced consistent fits for different scales. Hence, a classical problem related to modifiable areal units does not seem to pertain to the relationships established for the resolutions of this study. However, an ecological fallacy needs to be seriously taken into account. The explanatory power and predictive ability of models decreases strongly when the scale of the analysis becomes more accurate. Correspondingly, the results of the study cannot be extrapolated to resolutions that are more accurate than those analysed, and particularly not to the individual level. Some spatial autocorrelation exists inevitably in any population data that consists of small areal units. In a society that is connected by transport networks, potential accessibility may also be operationalized to models with a motivation to reduce this bias. According to Andersson and Gräsjö (2005), the significance of the spatially discounted variables can be interpreted as spatial dependence, the presence of any kind of spatial dependence can invalidate regression results, and consequently, the autocorrelation cannot be ignored. However, their model shows that spatial dependence in the error terms vanishes when the model includes accessibility variables and, if accessibility variables are statistically significant, it suggests that spatial autocorrelation problems are significantly reduced.

There are many opportunities for the further development of potential accessibility methodology. The models had a high explanatory power in terms of population change, especially when the quadratic or steep negative exponential ($\beta=0.0945$) distance friction parameters were used in paper IV. Often, the distance decay parameter is selected arbitrarily or on the basis of surveys. Potential accessibility is based on the idea of gravity
and travel densities, but the sphere of living and the matter of distance are, in the end, very specific to the individual. In an ideal case, the surveys could be developed to cover the particular activities of individuals with extensive socio-economic portraits: a good example of such a survey is the GPS-based TeleFOT (2012). Regional-, areal-, local- or even individual-level functions would possibly be defined and applied for more narrow studies or distance decay could be replaced with other types of functions (see e.g. Kwan 1998). The empirical function may be improved for further studies, if several regional traffic surveys can be combined or an adequately extensive national traffic survey is available. However, the empirical distance decay function improved the performance of models explaining and predicting population change, in comparison to literature-based functions and the quadratic distance decay function. A very simple and clear linear distance decay was selected for the pre-motorized era. The function allows for some error in the travel time estimation, because, instead of the absolute, only relative travel times affect the proportionality of the potentials.

In Finland, traveling has been clearly based on private cars with some exceptions since the 1970s. The supply and demand of transport are not homogenous and multi-modal travel chains are common in the largest Finnish cities. The data that is used in this study is of high quality in terms of geometric accuracy, spatial coverage and information quality. If there is a desire to improve accessibility models for future studies, the challenge is to take the required behavioural factors about common routines, such as choosing between transport modes in different situations, into account and route estimates could be enhanced to follow actual travelling patterns instead of the fastest routes. Accessibility could be considered in a multimodal context by including public transports in the analysis, a task that would be realistic for many study settings. However, the inclusion of such variables in this study would cause problems with multicollinearity or only a single, summarising, accessibility variable could be included. In addition, it is possible to estimate congestion factors and include them accurately in the analysis carried out at a local or regional scale. While improving the models with more precise data is a manageable task, constructing this type of datasets would require a substantial effort.

Studies often rely on regressions based on parametric response shapes and non-linear relationships are analysed through transformations. In addition to model descriptives, the information about the nature of the relation between accessibility and population change is highly important in explorative research. Although the established models produced response curves that were mostly increasing or decreasing, mainly linear forms covering response shapes were obtained infrequently. GAMs proved to be an effective methodology for revealing the characteristics of this relation quite explicitly, due to the data-driven form of relation. If traditional regression methods, such as linear regression, were used in this study, a great deal of information would be lost, since the actual relation is other than linear. Also, in the linear framework, either a large amount of observations should have been excluded or the characteristics of the relationship and explanatory power would have been harmed. Therefore, there were clear benefits in establishing the
relationships in the explorative analysis in a non-linear form. However, in measuring the accessibility of rail and air transport, a highly simplified approach was used due to problems related to multicollinearity. If statistical tools handling multicollinearity will be developed and the high correlation between the different types of accessibility can be tolerated in statistical models, this will enable the more free use of accessibility indicators in similar study settings.

If there were accurate socio-economic variables available within the required levels of accuracy for the whole research period, the actual role of accessibility in explaining population change could be considered on a more certain basis. Currently, there is bigger risk of the omitted variables problem in papers I, II and III than in paper IV. In addition to reducing this problem, including more relevant variables in models improves also the predictive ability in general and, particularly, at the most accurate resolution, where the conditions in adjacent grid cells may vary substantially (paper IV). With respect to the availability of better data sources, some aspects could be developed. Due to the protection of the privacy of individuals, socio economic data at 1×1 km grid cells with small populations was not available for research use (paper IV). Thus, a relatively large proportion of deep peripheries was inevitably excluded from the models. The different level planning systems can be considered to have effects as well, but they are quite difficult to quantify. The locations of the actual sites of construction are decided in municipal-level planning and zoning, so also population flows on a local scale are dependent to planning. Thus, including planning related variables to models would improve their explanatory and predictive performance on built-up-area- and grid cell-level. At contrast, large-scale planning has only indirect effects on migration and population change.

In general, the results pertaining to the long-term concentrating effect of accessibility noticed in Finland are interesting in four ways. First, modelling population change affected by a strong concentration tendency on a large scale, especially related to the road transport system and population distribution, enables a more accurate spatial estimation of population change. This averaged view forms an areal pattern, which is able to be captured by a model with explanatory or predictive purposes. However, it is necessary to note that this areal pattern is not able to be related per se to individuals, as the phenomenon occurs in groups. Second, this prevailing process in a regional structure seems to improve the competitiveness of the centres and the state due to scale economics and also structural energy efficiency by shortening the distance related to compacting regional structure and decreasing transport needs. Third, taking this concentration trend into account in urban and regional planning and transport policies, the future transport lengths and emissions may be reduced due to condensing the spatial structure. Fourth, as only rare factors are solely local or aspatial, it can be stated that accessibility should be aimed towards bringing more into human geographical GIS studies and particularly to the models of population change. Still, regardless of how well the statistical models explain population change or
other explained phenomenon, they rarely entail direct causality. Rather, the question is not so much about the accessibility itself, but the attracting phenomena (e.g. scale economies) prevailing within the accessibility.

The models and results of this thesis outline the status quo of Finnish population trends, and some policy-orientated questions can be discussed. Spatially and temporally consistent models show that over the last two decades, the population has concentrated towards areas at a regional scale, but population pressure exists at urban margins at a local scale. Nothing indicates that the trend will not continue. As it seems that, increasing accessibility mainly benefits the centres, it would be fair to ask if the policies supporting cohesion between centres and peripheries should be directed rather elsewhere than toward transport issues, as long as or until a decent level of transport networks are available in inhabited areas? Again, the proximity of airports seems to attract a population, which results probably from indirect location choices of companies and related employment and migration. Regardless of a remarkable rationalisation of railway transports and a huge decrease in the number peripheral stations, railway accessibility, unfortunately, does not have an observable effect on population change in general. When this trend is combined with a trend towards urban sprawl, it can be concluded that the potentials to enhance public transports at a local level by railways does not seem to be realistic, and the sprawl trend in general will impair opportunities to develop more efficient public transport system. Hence, the spread of urban structure should be limited. Another trend is a decrease in the population at deep peripheries. Of course, many exceptions to this can be found, but general trend is clear on the scale of the state. On the base of the results of this study, the growth of the peripheries in general does not seem to be realistic in the future, which finding should be applied in planning when there is a desire to make future scenarios on a realistic basis.

Finally, the significance of the analytical framework of this thesis is in exploring and revealing spatial trends and patterns that may be hidden to intuitive thinking and cartographical examination, rather than in defining direct causalities. Even though the results of the study are very country specific, the study setting and the modelling procedure that is used in this thesis can also be applied to other areas, if the GIS data for transport infrastructure, population and additionally socio-economic data are available at a required accuracy and sufficiently fine spatial resolution.
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